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What should I already know?

I will already have a knowledge of where China is in the world but also the fact it is one of the world’s
most powerful countries. I understand how we measure development using development indicators. I can
also explain reasons for differences in development between countries around the world.

Changing China: Big questions
What is China like?
We will learn about the geography of
China, it’s physical and human
features

What is the quality of life like?
In this study we will compare the
living conditions in different parts of
China.  the themes: exploration,
trade or war.

How wealthy is China?
Is everything made in China

China’s Grand Safari
Is China helping Africa or are they
just after the resources?

What challenges is China facing?
Like many countries, China isn’t
without her challenges, we will learn
what they are and the responses to
them.

Is China the next superpower? -
final assessment
In the final assessment we will
explain whether China has what it
takes to be a superpower.

Vocabulary
Province An area of land that is part of a country, similar to a state or a county.
Shikumen Traditional housing found in Shanghai.
Pudong Means “East Bank” is the most populated part of Shanghai.
Sichuan A landlocked province in South West China.
Landlocked A state that does not have territory connected to an ocean.
Migration The movement of humans from one place to another.
Push factor Drive people away from a place.
Pull factor Draw people to a new location.
Export Goods and services produced in one country and purchased by residents of another

country.
Import Good or service bought in one country that was produced in another.
Partnership A business deal between two businesses or country states.
Colony A group of people who inhabit a foreign territory but maintain ties to their parent

country.
Exploit Act of using resources or the act of treating people unfairly in order to benefit from

their efforts or labour.
Industry Production of manufactured goods.
Pollution Introduction of harmful materials into the environment.
Sustainable Meets the needs of the present without harming the future.
Demography The study of changing human population (analysis of births and deaths)
Population The number of people living in an area or state.
Birth rate Number of babies born per 1000 people every year.
Death rate Number of deaths per 1000 people every year.
One child policy Method of controlling the population so the vast majority of couples could only

have one child.
Democracy A way of governing which depends on the will of the people.
Extradition Action of forcibly removing a person from a country when committed of a crime.
Inquiry An official investigation.
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China and Africa

Rural China village Shanghai

Media list
D.K Eyewitness: China

‘The Almighty Dollar’ - Dharshini David - Follows the $1 from a shopping trip in Vegas to China, Nigeria
and Iraq, looking at global relationships.

Our Guy in China - 4od


